Reduce operational costs and keep customers happy with the amazing new iPRO-RC™ from JCM Global®. iPRO-RC has two large-capacity chambers with Roller Friction Recycling Technology holding recycled notes for instant pay outs, keeping equipment running and your customers happy. Plus, iPRO-RC has JCM’s powerful anti-stringing technology, proven note acceptance and lockable removable cash box.
**Features**

- Recycles two denominations, up to 100 notes each
- User-friendly modular design
- Field-proven, industry’s best anti-stringing technology
- Future proof, state-of-the-art sensor package
- Dust & liquid protected design
- Roller Friction Recycling Technology

**Benefits**

- Reduces float & eliminates coin starvation
- Easy Maintenance and superior serviceability on site
- Reliable and trouble-free operation of your machines
- Best counterfeit protection & first time acceptance
- Keeps your machine running and reduces downtime
- Direct bulk note refill into recycling chamber for optimum uptime

---

**Roller Friction Recycling Technology**

✓ Direct bulk note refill into recycling chamber
✓ Easy maintenance and jam clearance on site
✓ Large recycling capacity in a compact form
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